EPnet EP300 MPoS Terminal & Docking Station
The EPnet EP300 tablet MPoS terminal is
the latest, state of the art touch screen
mobile till, available in 8.3” or 10.1”
formats. The unit itself is based on the Cielo
300 range and is designed for commercial
use featuring an aluminium alloy frame and
Gorilla® glass screen. It is drop resistant to
1m and IP65 rated dust and water resistant.
The EP300 retains all the software features
of our successful EP3000 EPoS terminals in
a mobile format. When coupled with the docking station the EP300 converts to a fully
functional EPoS terminal with a number of ports, accessed from beneath for connecting
various peripherals including customer displays, card reader, bar code scanner, cash drawer
and printer options all being available.
The EP300 is fully integrated into the EPnet catering and vending system.
All programming of the unit is made from the manager’s workstation. All sales reports and
analysis are also processed on the network. Detailed management reports are readily
available from the manager’s workstation.

The EP008 secure docking station enables fast‐charging
of the MPoS via the bottom charging contact pads.
Additionally, it allows tablet‐locking in the dock via the
Kensington Lock feature.
When unlocked from the secure
base the EP300 allows the
operator to leave the counter and
go to your customers as an
ordering point. It can be fitted with optional hand or shoulder straps.

EP910T MPoS terminal
Dimensions (mm)
I/O Ports
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Input
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Specification
228W x 150H x 12.5D (8.3”) or 269W x 180H x 12.5D (10.1”)
1 x USB, 1 x micro USB, 1 x HDMI, 1 x 3.5mm jack & docking connector
8.3” or 10.1” models, 1366 x 768 resolution
10 point multi touch with pen support, supports touch through gloves
565 grams (8.3”) or 750 grams (10.1”)

